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BBCWS Cuts Language Services,
Radio Broadcasts

BBC World Service (BBCWS) will carry out a
fundamental restructure to meet a 16 percent sav-
ings target required by the British Government's
Spending Review of last October last year. The
changes include five full language service clo-
sures; the end of radio programs in seven lan-
guages, focusing those services on online and new
media content and distribution; and a phased
reduction from most shortwave and mediumwave
distribution of remaining radio services. In a
January 26, 2011, statement, BBC Global News
Director Peter Horrocks said, "This is a painful
day for BBC World Service and the 180 million
people around the world who rely on the BBC's
global news services every week." Under its new
operating proposals, 480 posts are expected to
close over the next year. By the time BBCWS
moves to television license -fee funding (in
2014/15), it is anticipated that the number of pro-
posed closures will reach 650, though that could
be offset by new posts created during this period.
There will be complete closure of five language
services-Albanian, Macedonian, Portuguese for
Africa and Serbian languages-as well as the
English for the Caribbean regional service. It is
expected that audiences will fall by more than 30
million from the current weekly audience of 180
million as a result of the changes this year.

(Source: Media Network, BBC World Service
Press Office)

RNW Bonaire Relay Station
To Close

Radio Netherlands Worldwide has decided to
close its Bonaire shortwave station in October
2012. RNW's Head of Program Distribution, Jan
Willem Drexhage, said the closure was regrettable,
but stressed it was a financial decision and didn't
mean that RNW has imminent plans to drop short-
wave, stating: "It is a beautiful station, with good
equipment, and ideal for reaching North, Central
and South America, but the number of hours we
are broadcasting from the station has been steadi-
ly falling in recent years. We anticipate that by the
end of 2012, the number of hours will be so small
that it would be too costly to maintain the station.
That doesn't mean we will stop shortwave imme-

diately, as we will lease time on other stations in
the region, for example Montsinery in French
Guiana and Sackville in Canada. So the closure of
Bonaire doesn't automatically mean that we are
giving up shortwave."

(Source: Media Network)

Radio Mexico Internacional To
Add English/French

Shortwave broadcaster Radio Mexico Inter-
nacional, which was re -launched in January 2011
after a 2004 closure, announced the addition of
programs in English and French, as well as some
dialects of South American Indians. Radio
Mexico Internacional had been closed due to dete-
rioration of its transmitters and need for new tech-
nology. In 2009 IMER launched a special radio
station to mark the 200th anniversary of the inde-
pendence of Mexico and it now using that tech-
nical base for the resumption of broadcasting.

(Source: ephekto.com)

Radio Slovakia International To
Continue On Shortwave In 2011

A last-minute agreement between Radio
Slovakia International and Radio Miami
International (WRMI) will permit the interna-
tional radio station of Slovakia to continue its
shortwave transmissions in English and Spanish
to the Caribbean and Latin America. Radio
Slovakia International had announced that its
shortwave broadcasts would end on December
31, 2010. However, WRMI will be broadcast-
ing RSI's program in English at 0130-0200 UTC
Tuesday -Saturday and RSI's Spanish program at
0330-0400 UTC seven days per week. Both of
these transmissions will be on 9955 kHz with
50 kW of power from Miami using a beam
of 160 degrees directed to the Caribbean and
Latin America.

Radio Farda Active On
New 1314 kHz Via Al Dhabbaya

The U.S.-operated Radio Farda, broadcasting
to Iran in Farsi, commenced broadcasting from Al
Dhabbaya in the United Arab Emirates on medi-
umwave 1314 kHz ,I1000 kW) as of January 2011.
The station operates at 1400-2400 UTC.
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